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THE NEAL’S YARD STORY, foreword by Anja Saunders

It is 2016. I look out of my window and see blossom on the trees planted in the 
honey bins. A couple kiss on a bench beneath it. Two toddlers run after each 
other, squealing with laughter. People sit, eat, drink and talk at the various cafes 
and restaurants. Somebody comes out of the Therapy Rooms and an older man 
eats his sandwiches by the rowan tree. I can smell the fragrance of frankincense 
combined with the scents of cooking and baking. Voices mingle but traffic noises 
are muffled.

I am looking out over Neal’s Yard in Covent Garden.

What is the story of this little yard in central London that has gained so much 
popularity in the last years?

While Neal’s Yard owes its name to Thomas Neale, who received a piece of 
land in 1690 from King William III and created the Seven Dials area in which 
Neal’s Yard is situated, it was Nicholas Saunders who put Neal’s Yard on the 
map. Until the mid 1970s, Neal’s Yard did not appear on the London A to Z. 
In 1976 Nicholas started the Wholefood Warehouse - the beginning of a new 
life for Neal’s Yard. Up until then it had been a dark, rat infested, derelict place 
with a few warehouses that supported the Covent Garden fruit and veg market. 
Through Nicholas Saunders’ entrepreneurial skills, Neal’s Yard was transformed 
into the thriving, exciting, alternative place it is known as today.

Nine years after the opening of the Wholefood Warehouse, Nicholas Albery, 
a close friend of Nicholas Saunders and director of the Institute for Social 
Inventions, published a booklet, The Neal’s Yard Story. He wrote:

“Neal’s Yard is an extraordinary oasis of greenery in Covent Garden. Just as 
extraordinary is this behind-the-scenes story of the wholefood-related businesses 
which have, over the last ten years, rescued Neal’s Yard from dereliction. It will 
make useful reading for small businesses elsewhere and for those working to 
regenerate our inner cities, besides answering the questions of all those who 
have ever visited Neal’s Yard and felt inspired.”

Now 40 years later, in response to many people asking about the history of 
Neal’s Yard, Nicholas Albery’s history has been reprinted as a limited edition 
printed booklet and is also available for download on Kindle books.

However, it is not just historical value that merits this revival of the Neal’s Yard 
story. Many years have passed since the opening of that first wholefood shop 
and many stories have been woven into the original cloth. New stories have 
been told. Original businesses have flourished and become great successes 



through the hard work of many people. New ideas, projects and businesses have 
found their seed bed in Neal’s Yard.

Nicholas Saunders could be described as a social inventor and in this booklet 
you can read about his experimentation with social structures: how people might 
live and work in better ways and earn a good livelihood at the same time. Some 
experiments worked better than others, but looking back and listening to the 
people who were involved at the time, it seems we can still learn from the vision 
and trials that made up the beginning of the Neal’s Yard story. The way people 
were involved in production and all aspects of the work, the value of risk taking 
versus apparent safety, shared responsibility, work credits, direct supplier lines, 
flexible work hours and profitability schemes were just a few of the new models 
that created vibrancy in Neal’s Yard.

I hear the sceptics say: “but the world was quite different then, you could not do 
this now.” Of course the world was different, the world always changes, but it was 
not necessarily easier. Each period of time offers its own unique opportunities 
and Nicholas’s success came from seeing and
grabbing those opportunities.

In 1998 Nicholas died suddenly in a car accident. Just before he died he was 
opposing the gentrification of Covent Garden and, after he died, we had to 
defend Neal’s Yard from being “cleaned up”. We asked the public what Neal’s 
Yard meant to them and invited them to write down what they
wanted the Neal’s Yard story to be. We received hundreds of replies and 
summarized them in eight categories:

 We like it as it is (mentioned 172 times) - “It has a good feeling and 
community spirit to it which keeps it separate from the rest of Covent Garden and 
makes it special.”
 It has unique qualities (71 people commented on this) - “Peaceful, 
exquisite, bohemian, unique, haven, unpretentious, special character, sanctuary, 
wonderful atmosphere, oasis, refuge, spiritual, lifeline.”
 Strong reactions to commercialisation (47 comments) - “I’ve been 
coming here since I was ten and it’s always been a place to come and ‘chill’. 
Don’t turn it into a corporate hellhole.”
 Keep the trees, flowers, drums and colour (38 people spoke about 
this ) “The trees in oil drums are part of what makes Neal’s Yard special. Please 
keep them and retain that special quality.”
 Camden Council should support residents and workers of this 
area (36 entries) “It feels paramount to let the people (who live and work here) 
continue to shape it.”
 



 Keep Neal’s Yard’s communal area (33 comments) “I think that most 
people come to Neal’s Yard because of its special atmosphere; the trees, plants 
and communal seating are part of that atmosphere so please don’t disturb it.”
 Maintain Neal’s Yard as a living monument (23 comments) “Neal’s 
Yard is a piece of social/local history.”
 Importance of diversity as a feature of Neal’s Yard (19 entries) “This 
is one of London’s real gems, many of which have already disappeared or 
become needlessly sanitised.”

We presented these comments to Camden Council as defining the unique 
character of Neal’s Yard. The happy outcome was that the communal area was 
regulated, the plant pots stayed and the council sourced new street furniture in 
the form of green recycled plastic seating that fitted around the honey bins with 
the promise to keep it unique to Neal’s Yard.

Around 2007 we looked anew at what Neal’s Yard stood for and described the 
core qualities that have run through the story from the beginning.

 A seedbed for ideas about living a fulfilled life.
It attracts people who want to exchange, develop and test ideas about sustainable 
living, social inventions, creative expression and expansion of consciousness. 
This can take the form of debate, meetings, events, manifestos, art and other - 
including virtual - platforms for communication of ideas and information.
 A green and peaceful communal place in central London.
The yard is a human scale, natural breathing space in the middle of the city. It is 
traffic free and has a specific allocated area for communal seating surrounded by 
greenery. It is possible to sit, relax and meet people here without having to buy 
anything. Buildings are colourful and attractive and feature as much planting as 
practical. Noise is kept to a minimum to provide a peaceful atmosphere. Creative 
arts projects are encouraged.
 A holistic people- and heart-centred ethos which nurtures health, 
playfulness and well-being.
Information sharing and education in personal development and spirituality are 
key activities associated with Neal’s Yard. Different forms of consciousness-
revealing techniques such as meditation, breath work, herbalism, yoga, 
journeying, ceremony etc are on offer. A variety of products and services 
promoting well-being are available such as wholesome foods, body care, 
coaching, psycho-physical and other complementary therapies.
 A collection of independent businesses with ethical values
Customers should be able to expect:
 • fair pricing
 • efficient and knowledgeable service
 • straightforward descriptions of products and services
 • freely available information about products and suppliers



Staff should be able to expect:
 • a pleasant and stimulating working atmosphere
 • a fair share of responsibility
 • good work division, with jobs being rotated as much as possible and 
    outside contractors avoided whenever regular staff can do the work
 • opportunities for career and personal development
 • encouragement to spilt off and set up independently if the 
    business grows to an unwieldy size
 • transparency around the companies’ policies and actions
 • people working together as hours and needs differ
 Diversity of use with a mixture of shops, cafes, offices, education, 
therapy and meeting places as well as residential areas to ensure diversity, 
vibrancy and communal spirit Residents should be able to expect;
 • a pleasant and clean atmosphere to live in
 • their privacy respected
 • noise controlled in daytime and restricted to normal working sounds
 • to be able to sleep quietly for a minimum of 8 hours at night
 • to be included in decision making regarding activities in the yard

Now in 2016, 40 years after the opening of the Wholefood Warehouse, it is time 
to ask ourselves again: “what is the Neal’s Yard story now?” What attracts us 
to this special place is what needs to be preserved now. We also need to ask: 
“how do we want the Neal’s Yard story to unfold?” This will be the story of 
the future. Our visions and dreams will determine the life we will be living in times 
to come.

This booklet is not being republished out of nostalgia. It is so that we can get 
insight into what is important to us, what works for us, what is worth putting effort 
into so that at some point in the future people will look back at the Neal’s Yard 
story of now and say once again “that was such a creative, inventive, health-
conscious, eco-aware community building and happy time”.

As a community of people who care about Neal’s Yard and its values we have 
the power to co-create the story.

Sometimes we need to look at the stories we have believed in and rewrite them.
Sometimes we can look at old stories and take inspiration from them.
May the old Neal’s Yard story inspire a beautiful future story for this unique place.

anja saunders 2016

You can add your part of the Neal’s Yard story by visiting 
www.nealsyardcommunity.uk
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Afterword by Judith Rowley

Neal’s Yard, to my mind, was an attempt (a very successful attempt) in the mid- 
70s, to introduce a sense of a village within a city.

Harking back to the 18th-century nursery rhyme, “the butcher, the baker, the 
candlestick maker”, Nicholas Saunders updated the rhyme by creating “the 
wholefood warehouse, the baker, the cheese maker” and adding in the essential 
apothecary and coffee shop. They were separate small shops, yet united by his 
design and vision, and were based, to some extent, on EF Schumacher’s iconic 
book Small Is Beautiful.

I was one of the first people to run the Neal’s Yard Wholefood Warehouse when 
Nicholas opened it. The shops sold, and where possible produced, the basic 
foodstuffs that formed the diet of the vegetarians and community lifestylers that 
had mushroomed at the end of the 60s and into the 70s.

It was a place of cellular cohesion within, yet separate from, the massive sprawl 
of its greater environs. The Yard grew a definite personality as the shops, Nick’s 
wall garden, trees and doves bloomed. The Yard could not help but charm the 
unexpected visitor who stumbled through the passageway out of the commercial 
grind into an oasis of greenery and friendly faces.

In this respect he helped soften attitudes from those then known as “the straights”
towards the “idealistic muesli-munchers” who were, at that time, not the most 
favoured of beings.

Nicholas reversed the trend that saw profit in the city as purely making money. 
He saw that sharing a vision and having a share in your workplace, whatever 
your position, meant people grew together and enjoyed their whole lives, not 
divided into work and play. To see the growth and fruition of friendships, unions, 
and offspring as the Yard grew with each new venture was a far greater profit, 
and actually helped the shops to prosper!

Automation and loss of jobs was eschewed; if a job could be done by hand, that 
meant work and engagement for another human being. It was a forerunner of 
a sense of village that has appeared all over London. Take the rise of artisan 
bakeries - surely Neal’s Yard was one of the first. And cafes that grind their 
own coffee (or sell Monmouth Street coffee) continue to buck the trend of global 
brands and corporate business take-over strategies.



Looking forward

At the time of Nicholas’s experiment, Covent Garden’s future was in doubt. The 
fruit and veg market had moved across the river leaving derelict buildings, and 
there was talk of pulling down the old warehouses for a massive redevelopment. 
Property was therefore very cheap as it represented a gamble. Nick took that 
gamble.

Given the astronomical prices property commands in this area now, economic 
profit has to take precedence. Neal’s Yard served as a model and the ideas 
behind it are, to a certain extent, in evidence - but in areas where prices can 
allow a gamble or a vision. However, Neal’s Yard could continue its history as a 
shared communal space. A sense of community can still be engendered through 
joint ventures or events sponsored by each business and a coming together for 
an annual festive yard event.

Neal’s Yard is a small but significant piece of history that was born out of the 
alternative culture of the 60s and that has now been adopted as an ordinary 
lifestyle by the young of today. One could liken it to the coffee house culture that 
started in London in the 18th century - the meeting place for the likes of Boswell 
and Johnson and the wits of that period. Nicholas’s design of Monmouth Street 
Coffee House is a replica of such a place; small intimate cubicles where political 
intrigue and daily affairs could be discussed – they were smaller people in those 
days!

So a recognition of this little Yard by action rather than just lip service would do 
modern history a service.

May you all thrive and prosper and friendships grow between you all.

Equal in honour – if not in economic profit!

Judith Rowley 2016

PLEASE ADD YOUR OWN CONTRIBUTION TO THE NEAL’S YARD STORY:
www.nealsyardcommunity.uk

Original photos by Mark Edwards. Cover photo by Bianca London.

All proceeds from sales of this booklet will go to the Natural Death Centre, 
an organisation set up by Nicholas Albery 25 years ago.






